Adaptive and Inclusive Learning Environment (AILE) Replication Plan
Project Overview and Model
AILE is focused upon facilitating access to education for all children and young people, regardless
of any special educational or support needs that they may require on an ongoing basis. In order to
ensure that learners can maximise their potential and participate fully within the curriculum, the
AILE research team set about designing, developing and piloting an interactive, online
technological tool which is dedicated to meeting the individual needs of all students.
This tool is based on the principles of Universal Design for Learning, a model validated by
neuroscience. Thus, the goal is to improve the teaching approach of teachers for all learners by
giving them a concrete opportunity to develop, from a single platform, material adapted to the
diverse needs of all students within the classroom environment (irrespective of whether the class
group includes students with identified special education needs (SEN) or not).
The term Universal Design for Learning relates to a scientifically valid framework for guiding
educational practice that:
a) provides flexibility in the ways information is presented, in the ways students can or are
required to demonstrate knowledge, proficiency or skill, and in the manner in which students are
engaged in the learning process.
b) reduces barriers in instruction, provides appropriate accommodations, supports and challenges,
and maintains high achievement expectations for all students, including students with disabilities,
special educational needs or for whom English is not their first language.
AILE (Adaptive and Inclusive Learning Environment) is a European adaptive and inclusive learning
project launched in Paris in September 2019. European countries, including Belgium, France and
Ireland, need to move towards more inclusive systems. In particular, schools must be open to all
and meet the needs of each student, whatever their characteristics. This project aims to offer an
online mechanism through which each of the partner countries can progress towards this goal,
ensuring that the standards across each partners country ( and Europe more broadly) are elevated
and that good practices from each country are captured and showcased within the project
outputs.

The AILE Approach
The research approach adopted by the AILE consortium is comprised of five complementary
stages:
1. Define how to implement a digital learning environment based on AUC core values and
stakeholder needs.
2. Definition of adaptations to be proposed according to the needs of children and teachers.
3. Creation and implementation of the universal learning platform
4. Launch of the platform - test phases in the classrooms and analysis of the use

Stage 1: Consultation and Background Research
From the very outset of the AILE project, the primary emphasis of the work has centred around
meeting the priority needs of the students, educators and families for whom the online platform is
being designed. Thus, it follows that the starting point of the research endeavour emerged in the
form of the completion of a comprehensive needs analysis across the participating partner
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countries. Prior to embarking on the research journey in the field, a swift desk audit of pre-existing
initiatives and research was conducted to provide the AILE team with an overview of the progress
made to date in the area of adaptive and inclusive technologies and pedagogical tools, and ensure
that the AILE innovation was furthering this research and building upon established tools that
were in use at the kick-off of the project.
Following this exploratory phase, the fieldwork on the AILE project commenced as key
stakeholders relevant to the project aims and outputs were identified and recruited to provide
insight into their experiences of the use of technologies within the schooling systems across each
of the partner countries.
A bespoke set of surveys (available in the appendices of this document) were created by the AILE
team to determine:
• The primary learning challenges present within the classrooms across the AILE partner
countries (as indicated by cohorts of educators across the partner countries);
• The priority learning supports required (or used) by learners within the partner countries
(as indicated by the parents of the learners in question); and
• The technological proficiency and technological training needs of educators working across
each of the partner countries (as indicated by the educators working in each of the partner
countries).
The feedback gleaned from these surveys formed the bedrock of the design and development
process on the AILE project, as it was imperative that any outputs emerging from the project were
designed in a manner which amplified the voices of key stakeholders and placed their stated needs
to forefront of the design process.
Every effort was made to recruit representatives of the key stakeholder groups (educators and
parents) from across each sector of society within the partner countries, so as to ensure that the
materials emerging from AILE were as viable and usable as possible across a broad array of
educational settings.
Also of significance was the need to disseminate the findings of the needs analysis phase of the
AILE Project, in order to clarify the need for an initiative such as the AILE platform and subject the
quality of the analyses being completed to a robust peer review process. It is recommended that
any replications of the work endeavour to adopt a similar scientifically grounded approach and
endeavour to add to the knowledge pool concerning the utility of technological innovations in
meeting the diverse needs present within learner groups in schools across Europe. See the
publication emerging from the AILE research in the Irish context here.
Stages 2 and 3: Needs Analysis and Design
A comprehensive analysis of the feedback garnered in Stage 1 was conducted with a view to
identifying those key learning areas that were to be addressed within the AILE platform, with the
following five priority areas emerging as most pertinent for inclusion:
1. Grammar
2. Conjugation
3. Orthography
4. Vocabulary
5. Mathematics
a. Numeration/Mathematical Processing
b. Addition
Upon identification of these core themes which were to be zoned in on, the research team then
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sought to identify the most effective approaches, strategies, and accommodations through which
improvements could be achieved in the priority areas.
A graded approach to each of the five themes was adopted, wherein the more basic elements of
the topic area would be addressed first, and students progressed to more complex components of
the subject area as and when they had become comfortable with the teaching of the previous
stage.
The design of the platform was rooted in the core principles of UDL, whereby an emphasis was
made to offer learners a variety of means of accessing and engaging with the materials and
representing and expressing their progress. Learners with various learning challenges were given
the autonomy to personalise the learning system in order to negate some of the primary learning
challenges on the young people’s learning outcomes. Aspects such ass text size, font, colouring
specific sounds or capital letters, word/letter spacing, inclusion of an onscreen reader, and the
inclusion of a more gamified approach to the learning process all contributed to a more accessible
online learning space. Additional customisation elements (e.g., the selection of relatable avatar
within the platform) were also central to creating more immersive learning experiences,
cultivating a sense of fun and enjoyment in relation to schoolwork, and promoting increased
student engagement in the learning process itself.
It is also important to identify the barriers to the use of technology amongst young people across
the participating countries, so as to ensure that the project, in this case AILE, can also set about
developing outputs designed to ameliorate some of the impediments to usage flagged amongst
the key stakeholder groups. In the case of the cohorts surveyed across Belgium, France, and
Ireland as part of AILE, the following issues emerged as most likely to impair effective utilisation of
technology:
• Lack of access to requisite equipment to access online programmes in the home
environment;
• Insufficient and/or inefficient technological tools in the classroom;
• Students lack of technological skills;
• Lack of available timeslots to avail of helpful technological tools; and
• Insufficient support/training in how to use available technological tools amongst the
educational professionals
AILE sought to address these issues wherever possible through the provision of detailed
instruction in how to utilise the tool itself, and the development of resources that were engaging,
user-friendly and straightforward. Naturally, issues relating to lack of time to implement online
technological tools are not a factor which the team can influence directly. However, the
consultation process conducted throughout the development phase was designed to ensure that
the educator, parent and student voices did contribute to the manner in which the platform was
developed, particularly in terms of developing a resource that was usable, viable, and needs
oriented. Thus, it is hoped that the ongoing input of the stakeholders in the design and creation of
the platform will mean that the programme exhibits enhanced uptake amongst the groups it was
designed to serve.
It is imperative that any replication of the AILE research does not attempt to circumnavigate the
needs analysis phase of the project, as priority needs and challenges may vary considerably across
educator groups in other countries, and so, the design of any such similar platform should be
tailored to reflect this variance and should be localised to meet specific requirements.
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Stage 4: Piloting and Official Platform Launch
Upon the completion of a prototype of the AILE platform, the project moved into the final stage,
which revolved around the piloting, refinement and formal launch of the platform. This stage
represents a vital final sounding board for the project team, wherein valuable feedback can be
ascertained regarding the design, usability and overall utility of the platform structure and training
material content. Thus, appropriate levels of time and resource should be allocated to ensure that
a comprehensive piloting process is implemented. Ensuring that the platform is fit for purpose can
only be completed by obtaining the views and perspectives of those who will avail of the materials
in the longer term. Therefore, the focus of any piloting period should rest upon obtaining detailed
constructive feedback, wherein challenges and issues with the pilot version of the platform are
discussed and described in an in-depth fashion. Feedback should be garnered from a diverse range
of stakeholders (children with SEN, representatives from minority groups, educators of varying
ages, educators from schools serving learners emerging from a range of socio-economic statuses,
etc.) to ensure that the outputs created are fit for purpose across a broad array of learners and
educational settings. It is only through the collection of forthright feedback that a sense of clarity
regarding what needs to be amended and addressed prior to the formal launch of the platform
can be established. Ultimately, the focus of the consortium should always lie in achieving the
highest standards of output possible and the actioning of stakeholder feedback at this stage forms
a fundamental component of the project quality control.
Further to this, the consortium must be sure to leave appropriate amounts of time in the
aftermath of the piloting process (ideally in excess of 8 weeks) to ensure that the primary
feedback themes can be acted upon and addressed in a comprehensive manner prior to the
formal launch of the final project platform. Amplifying the voice of the stakeholders is a central
element of inclusion, and this priority should be showcased through the placing of a firm emphasis
on the importance of stakeholder feedback.
Upon completion of the refinement of the programme, a formal launch event should be organized
across each of the partner countries in an effort to maximise the reach of the project outputs
across interested parties (the dissemination and launch process is discussed in greater detail in the
section below).
Project Dissemination
A project of this nature relies upon building up a profile amongst relevant target groups from the
outset, so as to ensure that the project receives the requisite consistent input from the
stakeholders from the early stages of the project such as needs analysis and idea generation,
through to the completion and launch of the project platform and materials. Thus, dissemination
represents a key component of the research endeavour, and any follow up/replication study
should deploy a diverse and varied strategy to garnering attention around the efforts of the
research team. It is recommended that a formal project website be developed to act as a central
reference point for all interested parties, wherein background information can be accessed,
regular updates and critical landmarks can be shared and publicised and contact details for all
partners can be made available. Efforts should be made to put such a resource in place as early as
possible in the lifespan of the project, so as to ensure that the utility and reach of the website is
maximised. Further to this, the dissemination strategy should seek to incorporate as many
channels as possible to broaden the reach of the work, with examples of channels used
throughout the AILE project including: blog posts, scientific publications, conference
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presentations, social media contributions, presence at prominent stakeholder events, and project
newsletters. Consistency of dissemination output should be ensured through the generation of a
dissemination schedule and the use of a dissemination tracker to log all instances of dissemination
across the cohort.
A series of dissemination/launch events should also be put in place towards the end of the project,
so as to provide an in-person sessions wherein stakeholders interested in utilising the materials
can get facetime with the researchers responsible for creating the programme and address
queries, comments and potential usage issues directly. Such events also provide a valuable anchor
event around which the research team can build the profile of the project outputs and offer a
dynamic demonstration of the final project platform in active use.
Project Legacy and Impact
With projects conducted over a pre-specified period of time (AILE was a three-year project funded
by the Erasmus+ programme, starting September 2019 and finishing in September 2022), a risk
exists that the work surrounding the project outputs will cease upon reaching the formal
conclusion date of the project. However, in an effort to maximise the impact of the project, it is
imperative that the project team build upon the work done during the formal project period to
enhance the levels of use of the final outputs of the initiative across the respective partner
countries. A comprehensive list of stakeholders relevant to the project outputs should be
compiled throughout the lifespan of the project up to the point of formal completion, whereby the
final outputs from the project should be shared and promoted with this list of interested parties.
Project partners must be willing to act as a source of support as the project platform is being taken
up at this point, with each involved partner offering dedicated working hours from at least one
representative of their staff team to ensure that those endeavouring to utilise the materials are
not doing so in isolation. Supportive feedback and problem resolution can help educators, parents
and students to overcome initial stumbling blocks that will naturally emerge in the early phases of
uptake and threaten to curtail the implementation of the new innovation. Where possible, training
needs or recurring issues with the final product should be noted in the 6 months following the
official launch and efforts should be made to correct or amend any problematic aspects that may
not have come to light during the piloting phase. Regular upkeep and maintenance of the
completed platform are vital in preventing against the platform lying dormant in the medium-term
following the completion of the project.
Finally, where possible, efforts should be made to concretize the impact of the programme launch
through the provision of open training sessions and the provision of supplementary informational
materials designed to provide educators with all of the requisite knowledge to utilize the platform
in as effective a manner as possible. Such sessions should be informed by the piloting phase of the
programme, wherein educators and parents should be quizzed as to what they may need to assist
them in utilizing the project platform, whilst also addressing any further emergent issues that may
have cropped up following the launch of the platform.
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Appendix A
Needs analysis regarding the use of technological
tools to promote learning for your children
By completing this questionnaire, you will help us to better understand the needs of your child
(ren) regarding technological tools to promote home learning.

1.

By submitting this questionnaire, I accept that the information entered will be
processed within the framework of the AILE project led by CEFES / In-ULB. The
processing of this data will serve as a basis for reflection in order to develop a
technological tool adapted to the school needs analyzed.
I agree

2.

How many school-aged children do you have?

3.

What is your child's educational level?
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4.

How often does your child use the technological tool when working at home?

Never

Once or a
few times a
year

Between 1 and
3 times a
month

Weekly

Almost
daily or
daily

.....

...

...

....
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5.

Depending on the tools checked, specify if your child is able to use them alone, or
if he needs the help of an adult or a peer to use them.

Manage
alone

Manages with the
help of an adult

Manages with
peer support

Does not
apply to my
child

.....

..

...

....

......

6.

Do you think that the use of a technological tool can reduce or increase your
child's distractibility?
It can reduce it
It can increase it
I don't think it affects his distractibility
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7.

Questionnaire

In the event that you think this could increase distractibility, could you please
clarify what would be the additional source of distraction? (ex .: possibility of
going on the internet without it being the purpose of the activity, possibility of
access to social networks, disorganization in documents and files, ...)

8.

Check, if this is the case, a possible difficulty your child faces in learning at home
and specify if the technological tool could be a help or not according to you in this
case.

Yes

9.

No

If you have one or the other additional comment, please specify it here

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

Appendix B
Student Learning Challenges Questionnaire
The data collected in this questionnaire will remain confidential and will only be used for the
purpose of establishing a detailed analysis of any difficulties you encounter with your
students. Please give your explicit agreement by checking the corresponding box below:
*Obligatoire

1.

By submitting this questionnaire, I accept that the information entered will be
processed within the framework of the AILE project led by CEFES-In-ULB. The
processing of this data will serve as a basis for reflection in order to develop a
technological tool adapted to the school needs analyzed. *
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
I agree

2.

Age of respondent *

3.

Level of teaching *

4.

Town *

5.

Years of service *

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

Objectifs

Mental
functions

6. Consciousness *
How many students in your class have an overall unsatisfactory level of alertness and
attention (dozing regularly, yawning, showing obvious signs of fatigue, fatigue linked to a
known disease state, etc.)? How many students in your class are often sick, with a
significant impact on the ability to concentrate in class?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

7. Remarks

8.

Orientation in time *
In accordance with their age, how many students in your class have difficulty orienting
themselves in time? How many of them find it difficult to say what day it is, what day it was
yesterday, what day it will be tomorrow, etc.? How many of them do not master the
succession of months, seasons, etc.?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

9. Remarks

10.

Orientation in space *
In accordance with their age, how many children in your class have difficulty orienting
themselves in space? How many find it difficult to move around the school independently,
without help? To manage to find the place that is designated to him (for example if he
is asked to stand in front of the painting, behind the chair, etc.). How many have
difficulty using the correct terms to locate objects (above, below, behind, etc.)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

11.

Remarks

12.

Motivation *
How many children in your class have low motivation to learn, lack of curiosity, little
enthusiasm for doing things well?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

13.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

14.

Motivation can vary depending on the course or activity. Put notes on this here,
if necessary

15.

Adaptability *
How many children in your class tend to act or react to new objects or new experiences
with resistance or inaction (rather than acceptance and action)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

16.

Remarks

17.

Perseverance *
When faced with a difficulty, how many students in your class tend to act with limited effort
(rather than sustained and appropriate)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 or 10
More than 10

18.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

19.

Self esteem/feeling of competence *
How many students in your class have self-confidence that you feel is insufficient? In your
opinion, how many of them feel incompetent? Have a shy, insecure and outgoing
temperament (as opposed to confident, proud and imposing)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

20.

Self-confidence and a feeling of competence can vary depending on the time /
course / activity. Put a note on this here, if necessary.

Specific mental functions

21.

Attention and concentration skills in the classroom *
How many children find it difficult to pay attention in class, to maintain their attention for
adequate time (taking into account their age)? How many are often distracted?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

22.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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23.

Questionnaire

Psychomotor abilities *
How many students in your class have difficulty controlling their bodies? Like for
example, moving excessively when asked to sit still for a while? How many of your
students have difficulty waiting their turn (before speaking, before playing, etc.) and have
an excessive tendency to interrupt?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

24.

Remarks

25.

Short term memory *
How many children in your class have difficulty following lessons, conversations,
instructions and often ask to repeat? How many children in your class may not know
what subject we are talking about when we talk to them?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

26.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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27.

Questionnaire

Long term memory - understanding / remembering the instructions *
How many students in your class have difficulty understanding the instructions and
applying them correctly? How many of them often make "stupid" mistakes by poorly
reading the instructions?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

28.

Remarks

29.

Long-term memory - memorizing *
How many students in your class find it difficult to memorize material, such as
definitions, formulas, poetry, etc.?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

30.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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31.

Questionnaire

Long-term memory - Application *
How many students in your class find it difficult to put the right strategies in place when
reasoning or applying what has been studied?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

32.

Remarks

33.

Long term memory - transfering *
How many students in your class find it difficult to quickly transfer learning from one
course to another, to use a concept seen in one course to use it in another course?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 ans 10
More than 10

34.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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35.

Questionnaire

Planification - organisation *
How many students in your class have difficulty organizing (getting the right materials,
knowing where to start, estimating the time required)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

36.

Remarks

37.

Summarize *
How many students in your class have difficulty rephrasing information? To make
summaries (if applicable)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

38.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

39.

Execution speed *
How many students in your class find it difficult to complete assignments on time and /
or are regularly short of time?

Une seule réponse possible.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

40.

Remarks

41.

General comments

Sensory functions

42.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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43.

Questionnaire

Visuo-spatial perception *
How many students in your class seem to you to have difficulty perceiving the elements
in space, in relation to each other (depending on what is expected at their age)? How
many students find it difficult to switch from a 2D model to a 3D model (and vice versa)
with ease? How many find it difficult to find their way on their sheet without special help?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

44.

Remarks

45.

Hearing acuity *
How many students in your class have hearing difficulties?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

46.

Remarks

47.

General comments

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

Language

48.

Written language *
How many students in your class have difficulty in writting?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

49.

Remarks

50.

Oral language *
How many students in your class have difficulty in oral language?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

51.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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52.

Questionnaire

Vocabulary *
How many students in your class, do you estimate, have a low level of vocabulary for
their age? How many students in your class find it difficult to find their words, to
express themselves?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

53.

Remarks

54.

Articulation / pronunciation *
How many students in your class have difficulty pronouncing or articulating certain
sounds / words? How many of them have difficult to understand language?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

55.

Remarks

56.

Rate/flow *
How many students in your class have poorly adapted speech rhythms (speaking too fast or
too slow)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

More than 10

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

57.

Remarks

58.

Construction of sentences *
How many students in your class have difficulty building sentences? How many students
need to think a lot before speaking or writing to build their sentences?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

59.

Remarks

60.

General comments

Motor skills

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

61.

Gross motor skills *
How many students in your class have general motor difficulties, move with clumsiness /
effort / difficulty?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

62.

How many students in your class have a greater need to move than other
students? (gestures on his chair, quibbles excessively, gets up regularly, ...) *
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

63.

Remarks

64.

General comments

Reading

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

65.

Reading fluency *
For how many students in your class, does the act of reading seem to require excessive
energy (given what is expected at their age)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

66. Remarks

67.

Reading speed *
How many students in your class have a reading speed that seems too slow or too fast?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

68. Remarks

69.

Impact of typography, choice of characters or fonts *
Does the type of character and / or their size have an impact on the quality of your
students' reading? Is there a type of character/font that is easier for them to read? Are
your students helped by a more airy presentation of the text or by the absence of
double-sided printing?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
Yes
No
I don't know

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

70. If you answered yes to the previous question, please specify your answer

71.

Difference between reading aloud and silent reading *
n general, does reading aloud seem more difficult than silent reading? Or the opposite?

Une seule réponse possible.
Yes
No
I don't know

72. If you answered yes to the previous question, please specify your answer

73.

Text comprehension *
How many students in your class have difficulty understanding what they read?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

74. Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

75.

Better understanding if someone reads the text?
In case of difficulty in understanding, are your pupils helped by the fact that someone reads
for them?

Une seule réponse possible.
Yes
No
i don't know

76. Remarks

77.

Finding items in texts *
How many students in your class find it difficult to find information in a text in order to
answer questions? How many of them need to re-read the entire text when doing an
accurate search?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

78. Remarks

79.

Comments

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

Writting

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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Questionnaire

80.

Quality of writing - readability *
How many students in your class have writing that is difficult to read (given what is
expected for their age)? How many of them find it difficult to read again?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

81. Remarks

82.

Dictation notes *
How many students find it difficult to keep up with a dictation, need many repetitions of
sentences?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

83. Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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Questionnaire

84.

Construction of sentences *
How many students in your class have difficulty expressing themselves in writing?
Choosing the right vocabulary? How many pupils havedifficulty expressing their ideas?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

85. Remarks

86.

Spelling *
How is the general spelling level of your students? For example, how many of them find it
difficult to focus on both the content of what they write and the spelling of words?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

87. Remarks

88.

Writting speed *
How many students in your class often run out of time due to slow writing?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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Questionnaire

89. Remarks

90.

Search for writing ideas *
How many children in your class have difficulties finding ideas quickly when writing and /
or to organize them coherently?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

91. Remarks

92.

Comments

logical-mathematical skills

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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Questionnaire

93. Number sens *
How many children find it difficult to understand what the operations correspond to (add,
remove)? How many of them find it difficult to estimate a quantity without necessarily
calculating it (for example saying which of several collections have the most elements)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

94. Remarks

95.

Counting *
How many students have difficulties in couting? In how many children do you feel that
counting requires excessive concentration?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

96. Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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Questionnaire

97.

Knowledge of arithmetic facts *
How many pupils find it difficult to acquire the arithmetic facts that must become
automatic like 1-9, 2- 8, 3-7, etc., the multiplication tables, etc.?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

98. Remarks

99.

Mental arithmetic *
How many students perform mental calculations with difficulty or requiring significant
concentration? How many students make many mental math errors?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

100.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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101.

Questionnaire

Written calculation *
How many students have difficulty performing written calculations, or do it with
significant concentration? How many students make many mistakes in written math?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

102.

Remarks

103.

Problem solving / data analysis *
When solving problems, how many students have difficulty understanding the data of the
problem? Understanding the type of calculation to apply?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

104.

Compared to the previous question, if errors are frequent, is the reasoning the
problem or rather the calculations themselves (when the reasoning is correct)?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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105.

Questionnaire

Geometry *
What is the level of your students in geometry? How many of them find it difficult to design
shapes in space? To specify their route?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

106.

107.

Remarks

Estimation *
How many of your students find it difficult to estimate the results of an operation (say in
which range the answer will be, without calculating)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

108.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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Questionnaire

109.

Reading tables - graphs *
Regarding the reading of tables and graphs, how many of your students have difficulty
finding the requested information? How many find it difficult to manage through
rows and columns?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

110.

Remarks

111.

Comments

relationships and interactions with others

112.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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113.

Questionnaire

Relationships with classmates or outside the classroom *
How many students in your class have difficulty initiating and responding appropriately
to peer interactions?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

114.

115.

Remarks

Relationships with teachers *
How are relationships with the educational team? How many students in your class find
it difficult to ask for help when they need it?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

116.

Remarks

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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Questionnaire

117.

Behavior *
How many of your students find it difficult to comply with class rules (considering that
the rules are adapted to their age)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

118.

Remarks

119.

General comments

Environnement

120.

Family situation *
Parents' disagreement, presence of family problems (close and / or distant family) which
can hamper the child's well-being, ... How many children in your class cannot easily find
support from their family members ( for homework, daily difficulties, etc.)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N
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121.

122.

Questionnaire

Remarks

Work at home
How many children among your pupils do not have an adequate working environment
(quiet room to work, enough light, not too much noise, television on or off, etc.)?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
None
1 or 2
Less than 5 or 5
Between 6 and 10
More than 10

123.

124.

Remarks

School accessibility *
Is the school easily accessible for students? Can students participate in all activities
within the school?
Une seule réponse possible.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Important facilitator

125.

126.

Important obstacle

Remarks

Accessibility outside the school (for activities related to the school) *
Can students participate in all of the school activities that take place outside of school
(think about travel, the activities themselves, etc.).
Une seule réponse possible.
1

2

3

4

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15ddfnLLaa1ayJSMec_j-UDFpkvvkWYWj5Iu3N

5xw/edit
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6
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Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

Important facilitator

127.

128.

Important obstacle

Remarks

Duration / quality of journey to and from school
Are the duration and quality of the journey (car, public transport, bicycle, number of
changes to be made, journeys on foot, etc.) an obstacle to the well-being of the children
in your class? (fatigue, noise, etc.)
Une seule réponse possible.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Important facilitator

129.

130.

Important obstacle

Remarks

Possibilities of using technical or technological aids *
If the pupils need it, do they have the possibility of having technical tools? (for example:
computers, tablets, etc.). If yes, please indicate in remarks if it is the school which
makes them available or if it is the parents who provide them.
Une seule réponse possible.
1

2

3

4

Important facilitator

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit

5

6
Important obstacle
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Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

131.

Remarks

132.

General comments

Comments

If you
you can describe below other elements or observations that were not
addressed in the questionnaire

133.

Thank you for your participation

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

Appendix C
Needs analysis regarding the use of technological
tools to promote learning among students.
By completing this questionnaire, you will help us to better understand your needs regarding
technological tools to promote learning among students.

1.

By submitting this questionnaire, I accept that the information entered will be
processed within the framework of the AILE project led by CEFES-In-ULB. The
processing of this data will serve as a basis for reflection in order to develop a
technological tool adapted to the school needs analyzed.
Une seule réponse possible.
I agree

2.

Your age

3.

How many years have you been teaching?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

4.

At what level are you teaching this year?

5.

City where your school is located

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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6.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

How do you think technological tools can help you achieve your educational
goals?
Une seule réponse possible.
Not at all (no use)
A little (utility reduced to one or two activities, punctually)
Moderately (weekly utility in several activities)
Lots (daily use)

7.

Do you think you have enough time to plan your teaching in order to integrate
technological means?
Une seule réponse possible.
Yes
No

8.

If you answered no to the previous question, could you please specify the
additional time you would need?

9.

Please read the following suggestions regarding the levels of efficiency related to
technological use. Choose the level that suits you best.
Une seule réponse possible.
1. Not familiar: I have no experience with technological tools
2. Beginner: I can use the basic functions of a limited number of technological
applications. I still need help on a regular basis
3. Medium: I demonstrate general skills in a number of technological applications
4. Advanced: I have acquired the ability to use a broad spectrum of technological
applications competently
5. Expert: I am very efficient in using a very wide variety of technological tools and
applications

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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10.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

Using the same scale from 1 to 5 as above, assess your skill level for the
following use: E-mail software (eg Microsoft Outlook, gmail)
Une seule réponse possible.
Not familial
Beginner
Medium
Advanced
Expert

11.

Using the same scale from 1 to 5 as above, rate your skill level for the following
use: Word processing software (eg Microsoft Office)
Une seule réponse possible.
Not familial
Beginner
Medium
Advanced
Expert

12.

Using the same scale from 1 to 5 as above, assess your skill level for the
following use: Presentation software (eg Microsoft PowerPoint).
Une seule réponse possible.
Not familial
Beginner
Medium
Advanced
Expert

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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13.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

Using the same scale from 1 to 5 as above, assess your skill level for the
following use: Management of TV monitors, computer, interactive whiteboard
Une seule réponse possible.
Not familial
Beginner
Medium
Advanced
Expert

14.

Using the same scale from 1 to 5 as above, assess your skill level for the
following use: Managing a projector
Une seule réponse possible.
Nor familial
Beginner
Medium
Advanced
Expert

15.

Using the same scale from 1 to 5 as above, assess your skill level for the
following use: Multimedia use (audio / video)
Une seule réponse possible.
Not familial
Beginner
Medium
Advanced
Expert

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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16.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

Using the same scale from 1 to 5 as above, assess your skill level for the
following use: Multimedia creation (audio / video)
Une seule réponse possible.
Not familial
Beginner
Medium
Advanced
Expert

17.

Please read the descriptions of the five steps in the process of integrating
technological tools into learning activities (including working from home).
Choose the step that best fits your current situation.
Une seule réponse possible.
Awareness: I am aware that technological tools exist but I do not use them
frequently. Maybe I even avoid them. I am anxious about having to use a computer tool.
Learning: I am learning the basics. I am beginning to understand the process of
using technological tools and I can think of specific tasks for which these tools could be
useful. I am sometimes frustrated and I lack confidence when I use these tools.
Familiarity: I gain a feeling of confidence in my ability to use computer tools for
specific tasks. I am starting to feel comfortable using these tools.
Adaptation: I think that IT tools are educational tools that can help me. I can use
multiple applications.
Creative application: I easily apply my knowledge of technological tools in the
classroom. I use them as pedagogical aids and I integrated them into the curriculum.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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18.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

Please rate how often you integrate technology into the following activities
Plusieurs réponses possibles.

Never

Once a
month

Every
week

Almost
every
lesson

Every
lesson

COLLABORATIION
activities

19.

Use the space below to describe the ideal use, if any, of technological tools in
the classroom

20.

How important computer use has been in your TEACHING activities
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
A lot

Medium

A little

Not applicable

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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21.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

What influence did each of the following variables have on the way you use
technological tools today?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
Great
influence

Medium
influence

No
influence

The presence off training opportunities ((within
the school or on working time -- internal
training))

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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22.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

To what extent the following variables constitute obstacles to the use of
technologies for educational purposes
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
Not an
obstacle

Minor
obstacle

Major
obstacle

Lack off computers / tablets in the
classroom
Students do not have the same access to
the computer / tablet at home
Students'' abilities to use these tools vary far
too much for effective management

My students have weak language skills to
use computers / tablets effectively
My professional development has prepared
me to use technological tools in class butt I
don't have enough time to train

Insufficient or ineffective software / computers
in the classroom
Insufficient support / training on how to use IIT
tools in the classroom
Computers are unpredictable;; they crash or
the software doesn’t always work properly
The type of computer or software in the
classroom is different from the one I use at
home
The curriculum is too busy to have time to
make room for technological tools

Teachers lack decision--making power over
the use of technology
Contact with technical support is difficult

Internet is too slow or disconnects too often
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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23.

Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

What kind of development would be beneficial for you?
Plusieurs réponses possibles.
Great
benefit

24.

Medium
benefit

No
benefit

Open question: suppose that technological resources are made available each
year for improvement. What type of resources do you think should be provided?
How would you like to use them to improve your teaching or administrative
activities?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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Needs analysis regarding the use of technological tools to promote learning among students.

25.

Open question: if there was only one technological tool available for your class,
which would you choose?

26.

Additional remarks or comments

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yjH-Ke3ZWrFPB-onKJQpfZzmMyGJ0_4vO7l93ziTjKQ/edit
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